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Abstract：In order to allay the influence of both the experience in the design ofthe rule of unified power flow 

controller(CPFC)and the UPFC peffom]ance with respect to the power system parameter vamtions，fuzzy neural networks are 

applied to UPFC in this paper．First，the control strategy of UPFC is bileay introduced．Second，the constructions of self-organizing 

fzzy neural network and neural network based on genetic algorithms are presented．Third，the self-organizing neural net- 

work，the f．uzz)『neural network based on genetic algori~ns and the control sⅡ cegy of UPFC are used to design tw o kind of 

UPFC．Finally，the simulating examples，done on MATLAB，are adopted to demonstrate that the proposed approaches of these 

U_PFC will be effective． 

Key words：unified power flow controller(UPFC)；self-organizing neural networks；genetic algorithms；electric 
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基于模糊神经网络的统一潮流控制器 
叶其革 ，王晨皓 ，吴 捷 

(1．华南理工大学 电力学院，广东 广州 510640；2．华南理工大学 电信学院，广东 广州 51O64O) 

摘要i为了减少先验知识对统一潮流控制器中模糊规则的设计和电力系统参数的变化对统一潮流控制器性能 

的影响，文中采用模糊神经网络来设计统一潮流控制器．为此首先简单介绍了统一潮流控制器的控制策略，然后阐 

述了自组织模糊神经网络和基于遗传算法的模糊神经网络的构造方法，接着将 自组织模糊神经网络、基于遗传算 

法的模糊神经网络结合统一潮流控制器的控制策略应用于两种统一潮流控制器．最后通过 MATLAB仿真例子来验 

证 ：这两种统一潮流控制器的设计方法的有效性． 

关键词：统一潮流控制器；自组织模糊神经网络；遗传算法；电流预测 

Unified power flow controller(UPFC)call effectively 

control both real power flow and reactive power flow of 

transmission system，provide voltage support，and increase 

transmission line capacity and transient stability of power 

system ．Most of the e~sting work on UPFC mainly deal 

with how to setup the mathematical modell -5]and 

discuss how it affects the stability of power system[ ， 
．  

There exist few prior studies on UPFC’s new control 

techniques，especially the fuzzy neural network contro1． 

Recently，the appficafion oftraditional control techniques 

to UPFC is introduced in 【3，5，7 J，and PID control and 

缸 control are applied to UPFC respectively．However， 

PID and traditional fuzzy controllers have shortcomings in 

themselves．Th e algorithm of traditional PID control 

cannot work well when the plant parameters change．Th e 

control can make ratiocination，but it excessively 

depends on the foreknowledge and the experience．Th ese 

disadvantages affect their extensive applications to UPFC． 
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On the other hand，in the learning and training 

algo rithms，genetic algo rithms can make global search in 

the whole solution space．but its search speed is too low to 

meet the need of quick UPFC，and gradient descent 

method(GDM)has rapidity of convergence，but it easily 

converges to local optimum solution． In order to 

overcome the above shortcomings，tw o kinds ofUPFC are 

designed here．Both of them consist of two control 

algo rithms．Th e first control algorithm ，which regulate 

active power flow and reactive power flow，are uniformly 

based on electric current forecasting，d-q axis decoupled 

control and voltage-space-vector pulse-wi dth modulation 

(VSVPWM)technique．The second control algorithm， 

which maintain desired voltage profile of bus and capacitor 

terminals．are difierent for each kind ofUPFC．Th at for 

the first kind of UPFC is the combination of self- 

organizing fuzzy neural netw ork，d-q axis decoupled 

control and VSVP、)【 Th at for the second kind of 

UPFC is the combination of fuzzy neural netw ork， 

to which the genetic algo rithms is applied for searching 
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parameters’“quasi—optimum value’’offiine and the GDM 

is@pried for speeding up the rate of convergence online， 

d—g axis decoupled control and VSVPW M ．The nmnerical 

sinmlation shows that these UPFC call effectively control 

real power flow and reactive power flow of transmission 

systeln，maintain desired voltage profile of bus and oi1 

capacitor temfinals，and that the design ofUPFC does not 

depend on the n~athematical model of power system ． 

2 Unified power flow controller 

The plant is a single-machine infinite power system 

with UPFC．UPFC consists ofa series transforlTler，a shunt 

transforlTler，two inverters and a direct current capacitor
． 

The first inverter is connected to the series transfommr
， 

and the second inverter is connected to the shunt 

transforlTler．The first inverter produces voltage wi th 

adjustable magnitude and phase，regulating the real power 

flow and the reactive power flow of transmission system ． 

Th e second inverter also produce voltage with adjustable 

magnitude and phase，maintaining zero cross-over value of 

reactive power betw een the UPFC and transmi ssion fine， 

and the desired voltage profile of capacitor．It also holds 

the attachment voltage value in constant through injecting 

and generating reactive power．The capacitor on1v injects 

or generates energy and transmi ts power．The plant’s 

mathematical model and control strategy are depicted as 

follOws． 

2．1 M athematical model of the plant 

Th e ma thema tical model of the plant consists of 

synchronous motor equations，d-q axes decoupled control 

equations of series transfomler and shunt transforlTler，and 

dyn~,_ic equations of capacitor terminal voltage
． 

Synchronous motor equations are second oMer 

differential equations ． 

After discretized wi th forward-difference method
， the 

d—g axes decoupled control equations of series transfomler 

is 

Used(k)= 

Usd(k)一Utd(k)+Rzi d(k)一(u 。(k)+ 

[i d(k+1)一i d(k)]／ ， (1) 

u 。(k)= 

u (k)一“ (k)+Rzi q(k)+coL：i d(k)+ 

[i (k+1)一i 。(k)]／ (2) 

and the d-q axes decoupled control equations of shunt 

transforlTler iS 

u hd(k)=atd(k)一R hishd(k)+coL hi h (k)一 

h[ hd(k+1)一i hd(k)]／ ， (3) 

“ ( )= 

Utq( )一R i h ( )一(u h hd( ) 

L h[i h (k+1)一i h (k)]／ ． (4) 

By considering the charge and discharge process of 

capacitor，the dynanfic equation of capacitor terminal 

voltage is 

dud／dt=(P h—P )／Cud． (5) 

Th e paran~eters of equations (1)～(5) can be 

described as follows：us is the infinite system voltage，u，is 

the bus voltage，Ud is the capacitor terminal voltage，Rse， 

u se are respectively the resistance，the inductive 

resistance and the voltage of series transforlTler，Rsh， sh， 

U stl are respectively the resistance，the inductive resistance 

and the voltage of shunt transformer，Re， are 

respectively the line resistance and the line inductive 

resistance，R。 = Rse+ Re，L。 = Lse+ z，C is the 

capacitance of capacitor，P h，Pse are respectively the 

injecting and generating real power of capacitor， is 

sampling period， is power system frequency． 

2．2 Control strategy of unified power flow 

controller 

Th e control strategy of UPFC includes the control 

technique of the swi tching element of inverter and the 

control scheme ofpower flow an d voltage． 

Th e swi tching element of UPFC’s inverter uses 

VSVPW M technique．Th e key part of VSVPWM is the 

conversion from the ideal three-phase voltage source to 

d—g axis tw o-phase rotational coordinates，please refers to 

l3，8 J for the conversion formula and operation process． 

The control strategy of power flow and voltage of 

proposed UPFC is divided into tw o sections ．Th e first 

section，which adopts electric current forecasting and d-q 

axis decoupled control ，adjusts the real power P and 

reactive power Q．The second section，which uses fuzzy 

neural network and d-q axis decoupled control adjusts the 

bus voltage and capacitor terminal voltage． Th e detail 

control method is shown as Figs．1，2． 

Th e decoupled control scheme of real power P and 

reactive power Q is shown  in Fig．1． 
For 

S=P+JQ =Vl=(Ud+ju )(id—ji )．(6) 

It Can be obtained 

= (udP+uqQ)／(u +u )， 

：

(uqP—udQ)／(u +u )． (7) 

In formuh (1)，(2)，the predictive value i d(k+1) 

and iseq( +1)are d( +1)= ，iseq( +1)= obj． 
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The control scheme of bus voltage “f and capacitor 

terminal voltage Ud is shown in Fig．2，where the input 

variables of multi-input and single-output FNN 1 are the 

capacitor terminal voltage error Aua “ 一 “d and its 

change rate dAua／dt，the output variable is￡~sohbjd；the 

input variables of multi-input an d single-output FNN2 are 

bus voltage error Au￡ = uof bj一 “￡and its change rate 

dkuf／dt，the output variable is龇 ．In Eqs．(3)，(4)， 

the predictive value ishd(k+1)and ish口(k+1)are i hd 

(k+1)= ，i hq(k+1)： 盘． Fig．1 Control scheme in serial part 

Fig．2 Control scheme in shunt part 

3 Self-organizing fuzzy neural networks 

In Fig．2，FNN1，FNN2 of the first UPFC are 

self-organizing fuzzy neural networks SOFNN 1
，SOFNN2． 

This SOFNN consists of input layer
，
fuzzifier layer，fuzzy 

logic layer，fuzzy normalized layer and output layer
，and its 

connecting weight coetficient only exists between fuzzy 

normalized layer and ontpUt layer
． Th e structure and node 

connection is dynamically 、，a 
．
The detail description 

about self-organizing zzy neural networks'was given in[9]． 
m i

． 
( +1)= 

sgn( 

tYi
，』(k+1)= 

tYi
,j

㈩

(k)

，

+A2(Y~ibJ(k)-yi(k))sgn(~ ) 

Th e learning of SOFFN implements the training of the 

parameters of membership function and connecting weight 

coetficient．Their training alg0rithn1s adopt gradient decent 

methods，the objective function is 

．，： ()， 一Yi) ， (8) 

where， for SOFNN1，)，o bj is Ⅱ 
，Yi is “d； for 

SOFNN2，yObJ is“of bJ
，Y is“￡． 

The training algorithn1s of the center point value and 
width mi√，tYi

， 
(that is mean and variance)of( uSsian 

membership functions is 

Wt一 “ 

。j 
f 

W l— U r 

。j 
f 

2(Xi—mi， ) 

；，』 

2( 一m 
， 
) 

， 』 

， node i connects with node 1， 

node i does not connect with node 1
， 

， node i connects with node 1， 

(9) 

node i does not connect with node 1
， 

Wh。 1：771 I c)Yi／C)u I， 2：772 l ayi／a l，771，772 ￡lct0rS，which c。nStant
． 

( 。) 

the V ng le ng factors， 1
， 2 are the actual learning The c。nnecting weight c。etficient training ri 。f 

∑ 
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UH N is as follows： 

w (k+1)= 

w (后)+A3(yobj(后)一Yi(后))sgn(Oy (k)／Ou)c； ． 

(11) 

3 = 3 l Oyi／3“l， 3 is the varying learning factor， 3 is 

the actual learning factor，which is constant． 

As shown in formula(9)～(11)，the training algorithms 

of SOFNN1 and SOFNN2 only need the variable of 

sgn(ay (k)／3 l1)，they do not need exact mathematical 

model ofthe plant． 

4 Fuzzy neural networks based on genetic 

algorithms 

Genetic algorithm is a global stochastic optimum search 

method based on o c evolution．Its search process does 

not depend on initial value，and the search result is a global 

optimum value；however，the speed of convergence of 

genetic algo rithms is low．GDM is actuaUy an algo rithm that 

obtains the optimum  solution in local area．If fuzzy neural 

networks are trained by GDM ，their parameters ma y be 

locally optimum ，and their iI1itial value easdV affects the 

convergence of training process during the optimization of 

parameters．Compared 、 tl1 the genetic algo rithm ．GDM 

has higher speed of convergence，it is more suitable for the 

system required high control speed．Here，genetic algorithm 

is adopted to train fuzzy neural networks of1]ine，which 

obtains the“quasi—optimum  value”ofparameters，then the 

GDM is used to trained fuzzy neural netw orks online， 

which obtains the“optimum value”．at last the obtained 

neural netw orks are applied to the second UPFC to 

improve the serf-leaming capability and robustness．FNN1 

and FNN2 of the second UPFC shovcn in Fig．2 are fuzzy 

neural netw orks based on genetic algorithms GAFNN 1 and 

GAFNN2． 

GAFNN has the same structure as SOFNN ．and their 

nod e functions are also the same，but GAFNN nodes and 

their connection are invariable．The premise of fuzzy logic 

rule behaves Gaussian membership function，and the 

conclusion variable is the connecting weight coefficient． 

Th e node function ofinput layer，fuzzifier layer，fuzzy logic 

layer，fuzzy normalized layer an d output layer is c 托 ， 

c =expl一(c 一 ／ ；， c； =c c ⋯， 
N(3) N(4) 

c(几2)m，c ： c； ／∑c； ，and c( ： ∑c； ) ， 
』= 1 i= 1 

respectively，The connecting weight coefficient o exists 

betw een normalized layer and output layer．Th e 

waimng process is depicted as follows． 

4．1 Of-~ e learning algorithm 

The initial values offuzzy logic parameters(mi， t7i，Jwi) 

in GAFNN are trained ofltine by genetic algo rithm ．Th e 

process is：~rsay to choose individual adaptability function 

and objective function，and to determine decision variables 

and their constraint conditions ；secondly to choose the 

encoding an d decodmg methods of decision variables； 

thirdly to choose basic genetic operators such as 

regeneration，crossing and aberrance for the individual 

operation；and f~aUy to evaluate the individual according to 

the objective function and to obtain the optimum decision 

variable，namely the quasi-optimum value of fuzzy logic 

param eter in GAFNN which is the initial value． 

Th e individual adaptability function is 

F=(“?bj一“￡) +(“ 一Ud) +( obj一(￡J) ． 

(12) 

Th e objective function is 

J= 1／F． (13) 

Th e detail process is as follows： 

1)To stochastically produce n individuals(binary system 

character strings)，each individual represents a set of 

GAFNN parameters(mi， t7i， wi)，where the relationship 

between character strings(Yi is integer represented by k bit 

binary character)and parameters is 

”+ ( 一 n)． (14) 

2)Th e plant is controUed according to the set of 

GAFNN parameters obtained in first step，then to compute 

the adaptability and objective function of each individual， 

and to search the individual with best performance． 

3) According to the existing probability of each 

individual Pi=f,／22, ，by which individual will be 

regenerated in next generation，new individual will be 

regenerated until total number ofne、v generation is n．and 

a new colony Q is obtained． 

4)After selected the individuals Q and Qk in the new 

colony，the individuals Qi and Qk will cross at cross 

probability P。，then the new n一1 individuals Q：and Q 

are obtained，and the new colony Q consists of(n一1) 

new individuals and the individual wi th best performance 

obtained in Step 2)． 

5)The individuals Q：and Q are selected in the new 

colony，the individuals Q：and Q CalTy out aberrance at 

aberrance probability Pm， and then the new n 一 1 

individuals and are obtained． 

6 The new generation colony Qf consists of the n一1 
new individuals and the individual wi th best performance 
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obtained in Step 2)． 

7)Return to Step 2)，until one ofthe individuals meets 

the contrOl demand．The individual with best adaptability in 

this colony is the initial value(quasi—optimum values)of 

GAFNN parameters． 

4．2 Onlille learning algorithm 

Online learning algorithm is GDM ，input variable，output 

variable，objective fimction，training algorithms of Gaussian 

membership and connecting weight coefficient are the same 

as SOFN ． 

The disturbance and the parameters of single-machine 

ini]nite power system in the num erical simulation are shown 

as follows．At t： 3．2 s．the real power P increases from 

0．2pu to 0．4pu，the reactive power Q increases from 

0．2pu to 0．3 pu，at t ： 9．6 s，the real power increases 

from 0．4pu to 0．6 pu，the reactive power increases 0．3 pu 

to 0．5 pu．L h= 0．01，R h = 0．1，L = 0．01，R = 

0．1，LI= 0．03，RI=0．3，X。= 0．18， l= 0．16．Th e 

learning rate of SOFNNl in UPFC is 1= A2 = A3= 

j  
△  

＼  

。 ／。 厂＼ 。厂＼ 厂＼ ＼。 

F 

0 2 4 6 8 l0 l2 l4 l6 

t，s 

0．08，sgn(。)is positive，the learning rate of SOFNN2 is 

l=A2 = 23 = 0．06，sgn(。) is positive．After 

the times of learning they Call obtain satisfactory control 

result．Th e learning rate of GAFNN1 in UPFC is 1= 

2=A 3= 0．2，sgn(。)is positive，the lean1ing rate of 

GAFNN2 is l= 2=A3=0．15，sgn(。)is positive，the 

cross probability is P = 0．6，the aberrance probability is 

P =0．001．After 200 generations oflearning they can be 

used to online control the power system at once．The 

response curves oftwo kinds ofUPFC are shown  in Figs． 

3～6．From the sim ulation results it can be seen that these 

UPFC can realize the decoupled control of real an d reactive 

power，which have no obvious difference in control results， 

that these UPFC can control the capacitor terminal voltage 

ranging between 1±0．07pu．but the aajusting result of 

UPFC based on SOFNN is be~er than that ofUPFC based 

on GAFNN ．and that these UPFC can control the bus 

voltage ranging between 1±0．05pu．but the adjusted result 

ofUPFC based on G F̂NN is be~er than that of UPFC 

based on SOFNN ．In a word，these UPFC can effectively 

maintain desired voltage profile of bus and capacitor 

termina1． 

j 

j 
△  
＼  

～  

Fig．4 Response curve of reactive power 

Fig．5 Response curve of capacitor terminal voltage Fig．6 Response curve of bus voltage 

Th ese UPFC proposed in this paper can adjust fuzzy 

rules and have the online learning capability，it does not 

depend on the foreknowledge and the experience of the 

designer．And the design ofthese training algorithms do not 

会}叭 。 卯舶 

●  0  O  O  O  O  O  O  

：d，、 
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need exact nlathematical model of power system．In 

addition．The U_PFC adopting SOFNN can seGgenerate 

fuzzy logic rule．They Call effectively realize the decoupled 

control of real and reactive power，and maintain desired 

voltage profile on bus and direct current capacitor．These 

show the validity of proposed two kind of U_PFC． 
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